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STA TE LIBRARY SERVICES
Books for study, general reading, or club use are available in the
subjects of philosophy , travel, biography, literature, economics, history,
science, religion, fine and useful arts. Reference service is available to individuals, clubs or schools requesting assistance with club papers, business
information, debate, programs, entertainment , etc.
Rules and Regulations for Borrowing Books

Home Extension Clubs. The reading leader of any Home Extension
Club may borrow 10 books from the current Reading In The Home list for
club reading . These books are loaned for 1 month and may be renewed
for another month.
Reading leaders may request books from previous Reading In The
Home lists. Fort y-book loans of books from previous Reading In The Hom e
lists may be secured by reading leaders for club use. An application card
or letter , signed by officers of the club and the reading leader, is required.
·
A 40-book collection is loaned for a period of 6 months.
Individuals. Any resident of South Dakota may borrow books from
the State Library. While there is no limit as to the number of books that
may be borrowed, individuals are asked not to request more books than
can be used at one time.
Books, as a rule, may be kept for 1 month . If there are other requests
on file for them, then they may be kept for 2 weeks. No fees are charged
for the use of the books. However, books should be returned promptly
when due, so that others may obtain books readily. No books will be issued
to any person with books overdue until the overdue books are returned to
the State Library.
Lost Books. Each borrower is responsible for loss of books or damage not caused by ordinary wear. Books cannot be charged to one person
at the request of another. Requests for books should be signed in the hapdwriting of the person borrowing books. Return books to the State Library~
322 South Fort Street, Pierre, South Dakota.

Issued in furtherance of Copperative Extension work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914,
in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. John T. Stone, Director of
Cooperative Extension Service, South Dakota State University, Brookings.
6M-7-65-2895
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People, Problems
and the Future
A Reading List Compiled by
Mercedes B. MacKay, Director-Secretary
South Dakota State Library Commission
1965-67
PIONEERS AND THE FRONTIER

The Conquest, The True Story of Lewis and Clark
____
Dye, Eva Emery ________
An authentic but fictional account of the Lewis and Clark explorations.
The Sioux
_ _________
__ ______
Hassrick, Royal B. ___
A vivid picture of the Sioux Nation shown through the family life and
customs of the Dakotas.
___The Fist in the Wilderness
__________
Lavender, David Sievert ___
Absorbing account of the impact of the American fur trade on the
Indians and western expansion in the United States.
_Protestants and Pioneers: Individualism
_____
Miyakawa, T. Scott.____
and Conformity on the American Frontier
The author reveals the influence the frontier church exercised over
the social, educational, and community activities of the pioneers.
Trnproper Bostonian: Emily Greene Balch,
Randall, Mercedes M.____
Nobel Peace Laureate
The life story of Emily Greene Balch who pioneered in a field entirely new to women: international political activity .
The Beaver Men
______
__
_______
__
Sandoz, Mari_____________________
fur frontier
American
the
of
period
This account reconstructs the
days, exploitation of the Indians, and wholesale slaughter of the beaver.
Never No More
_ _ ____
Seifert, Shirley __ _ _______
The courage of Daniel Boone's wife, Rebecca, is revealed in this story
that includes Indian raids, the death of her oldest son, and the marriage of a daughter.
_ _____ A Furrow Deep and True
Smith, Ethel (Sabin) ____
This childhood memoir describes the way of life and the values that
were typical on a Wisconsin farm in the 1890's.
3
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THE MAKING OF A NATION

The Presidency
_ ____
The American Heritage magazine devotes its tenth anniversary issue
to the Office of the Presidency and the men who have occupied it.
_A History of the United States
____
Caughey, John W. and May, Ernest R.___
A broad view of American history from the Colonial Era to the end
of 1963, with 1890 as the dividing point.
The Birth ,of the Constitution
_______
__
Chidsey, Donald Barr_ ______
This informal history is in effect a popularized version of Madison's
Journal of the Federal Convention, 1787.
Flags of the U. S. A.
Eggenberger, Davi _ ___________
every step in the
traces
Stripes
and
Stars
the
This popular history of
development of our present national flag.
_Quarrels That Have Shaped the Constitution
Garrety, John Arthur __________
This dramatic account of U. S. Supreme Court cases that have had
a definite effect on the Constitution is rewarding reading.
A Transaction of Free Men
Hawke, DavM
A fresh and vivid reassessment of the Declaration of Independence,
showing the many interpretations and misinterpretations through the
years.
The Cause is Mankind
Humphrey, Hubert Horatio ________
program for
humanistic
and
Senator Humphrey suggests a liberal
America.
modern
_ Aod-Carrier
Johnson, Gerald White _____________
is an incomdemocracy
American
the
how
shows
historian
A noted
plete experiment in self-government.
Religion and American Constitutions
Katz, Wilber Griffith'----__ _ _______
The author discusses the three conceptions of government handling of
religion: support, neutrality, and strict separation.
Government of the People
Keating, Kenneth B. _ ________
A distinguished lawmaker tells what he believes must be done to bring
our legislative machinery up-to-date.
The United States Office of Education
Kursh, Harry_____________
This book relates the increasingly important Federal role in education, and the part played by the U.S. Office of Education.
Mr. Speaker; Four Men Who Shaped the
Mooney, Booth ______
United States House of Representatives
who shaped the U.S. House of Repregiants
political
four
Profiles of
sentatives, and brief biographies of all the men who have served as its
Speaker.
The Meaning of Democracy
________
Padover, Saul Kussie...___
Discusses the fundamental concepts of democracy, historic evolution,
and overall strengths and weaknesses.
American Heritage __________

People, P roblems, and the Fu ture

The President as World Leader
Warren, Sidney __ _ ________
The qualities of statesmanship of each President are discussed to show
the character of his leadership and its effect on Presidential power.
_ __ The Great Experiment
Weaver, John D. ___________
An entertaining, accurate and comprehensive examination of the
everyday workings of the United States Government.
THE NATION TODAY: ITS PROBLEMS AND FUTURE

The Protectors
________
Anslinger, Harry Jacob _______
and officials in
citizens,
agents,
narcotic
This is the "heroic story of
America."
in
crime
organized
against
battles
unsung
their
_ The New Improved American
__ _ ______
Asbell, Bernar...___
Reporting on the changing ways of American life, this author spent
three years studying education in this new era of computers and
robots.
The N ext Fifty Years in Space
Bergaust, Erik _____________
The future of space efforts is discussed in the light of recent accomplishments.
God's Own Junkyard
______
____ __ __________
_____
________________
___
Blake, Peter ____
Attacks "the planned deterioration of America's landscape" with billboards and natural monuments.
The Meaning of the Twentieth Century:
Boulding, Kenneth Ewart
The Great Transition
living in this highly
successful
to
A study of social changes necessary
era.
technological
and
scientific
___________ Who Speaks for the South?
_______
______
Dabbs, James McBride _____
A native Southerner presents, sympathetically, a view of the South
today, and what the future may hold for it.
Taxpayer's Hayride
____
___
_____
___
_______
______
____
__
____
Duscha, Julius_________________
Deal to Billie Sol
New
In this discussion of the farm problem-from
and plight
production
over
are
evils
two
says
Estes case-the author
of the small farmer.
____ __ Old Myths and New Realities
___
____
· Fulbright, James William ________
that American foreign policy can
ways
Senator Fulbright suggests
deal more realistically with contemporary issues.
The Inevitable Americans
____________
________
_____
Greenway, John ________
character, whatever its
America's
The author endeavors to prove that
benefits.
human
unusual
to
led
has
flaws,
Rigger: An Autobiography
Gregory, Dick and Lipsyte, Rober _ ___
The autobiography of a Negro, born as a welfare case, now a nationally famous entertainer, active in the cause of Civil Rights.
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The United States and the United Nations
Gross, Franz B., ed~ ____
The author examines the impact of the United Nations on American
policy, to gain a better understanding of the problems to be faced in
a world diplomacy.
_Fire-ball in the Night
______
Handlin, Oscar______ _ _____________________
the past 10 years is
over
rights
civil
of
trend
This appraisal of the
ended.
recomm
Patterns of Race in the Americas
Harris, Marvin
the Latin American states,
about
things
many
us
tells
author
The
about their race relationships , and about ourselves.
The Trumpet Sounds
Hedgeman, Anna A._ _ __ _ ________
The memoirs of a gentle, charming Negro woman who has devoted
her life to labor in the cause of Civil Rights.
_ War on Poverty
_ _ ___
_
Humphrey, Hubert Horatio ___
of poverty in the
aspects
many
This is a challenging discussion of the
areas.
urban
and
United States in both rural
Why We Can't Wait
King, Martin Luther______________
of Rights for the
Bill
national
a
suggests
For the future the author
white.
and
olored
Disadvantaged-c
_ _ The Savage Cell
__ ______
McGrady, Pa.______
A timely report on cancer and cancer research.
Alone in the Universe?
___
__
___
__
__ _ _____ _______
Macvey, John W. ___
ry search for life
imagina
an
on
A British scientist takes the reader
on other planets.
A Time to Speak
Morgan, Charles_______________
the forces of
against
An Alabama lawyer tells of his 10 year stand
segregation in his state.
The Strange Tactics of Extremism
Overstreet, Harry Allen'----_______
methods , and personalities
ristics,
characte
s
discusse
now
author
The
of the extreme right.
_ __ _ __,A Time for Christian Candor
Pike, James A.___
A~ Episcopal Bishop discusses a present awareness that old doctrines
and old traditions are in many cases obsolete.
_ One Foot in Washington
__ _ ________
Proxmire, Elle ....__
The attractive wife of a U. S. Senator chronicles delightfully and
candidly, her hectic life in and out of the Nation's Capital.
Mars
Richardson, Robert Shirley and Bonstell, Chesley _ ______
of
view
a
present
painter
ished
distingu
a
and
er
astronom
leading
A
of
ions
speculat
and
Mars, including recent findings, historical facts,
future explorations.
Your Hundred Billion Dollars:
__ ___
Rubin, Jacob A. _ ____
The Complete Story of American Foreign Aid
The Americ an tax-payer is informed about what the hundred billion
dollars spent in foreign aid has accomplished in faraway lands.
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The Face on the Cutting Room Floor
Schumach, Murray ________________

In this very complete discussion of movie and television censorship
the author shows how it may become an international problem.
The_ Space Around Us
_______________________
___
Tyler, A. Edwa:rd
A comprehensive survey of all we have learned about space up to
now, and an educated guess as to where we are going from here.
____Where Did Your Money Go?
Tully, Andrew ________________________________
Discusses the fruits and waste in the foreign aid program to show
need for reform.
CHALLENGES TO THE FAMILY

~Mathematics for Parents
This book is designed to aid parents to understand basic facts behind the new mathematics, and to explain the meaning of new terms.
The Man Who Lived Twice
_ ______
_ _
Barnes, Eric ___
, who , paralyzed, bedShelton
Edward
of
The triumphant life-story
in New York's intelcharacter
famous
ridden and blind, became a
world.
lectual
_ __ The Privacy Invaders
________________
___________
Brenton, Myron ____
The author defends the individual's rights to privacy-a personal right
which is being jeopardized .
The Joy of Children
_____
Buck, Pearl Sydenstricker _______ _ ______ _____
The photographs ( part of an exhibit prepared for 1960 White House
Conference on children and youth) and text bring out the fact
that love and protection are the birthright of every child.
The Heart is the Teacher
____
_____
Covello, Leonard and D' Agostino, Guido ___
The author, through half a century of teaching and encouraging boys,
proves that even seemingly incorrigible delinquents can be turned
into useful, productive citizens .
_ ____________ _Living by Faith
. Cuthrell, Faith (Baldwin) ___
An inspirational work designed to help the troubled in spirit.
Stretching Their Minds
_______
_______
____
Fine, Benjam ·
An eloquent plea for special education of America's gifted children.
Not a Cloud in the Sky
_____
_____
____________
Lawrence, Josephine _ _____
This is the humorous but pathetic story of ''our aged," through the
eyes of a well-adjusted couple, during their first year at Tranquil
Acres.
]Ol Ways to Enfoy Your Leisure
Retirement Counci ~ _________
A satisfying book, for both men and women , about real people who
have found satisfying leisure vocations in retirement.
Allendoerfer, Carl B. __________
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_....A Parent's Guide to the New Mathematics
Sharp, Evelyn'-- _____
For the benefit of parents, the author explains the changes that have
been made in high school mathematics .
Tangled World
_ ___ __
___________
________
___
Shinn, Roger L. _________
A study of our changing society and its demands for decisions.
What Every Woman Doesn't Know
_____
___
___
__
__________
______
_____
Simons, Gustave ____
An eminent tax lawyer, writing especially for women, gives advice
on every conceivable financial or tax problem.
_N o Language But a Cry
_______
Smith, Bert Kruger_______________
specialist speaks for
education
health
In a sympathetic way a mental
case histories.
personal
using
those who cannot speak for themselves,
_ _ __,Reading without Dick and Jane
Trace, Arthur S., Jr._ _ _
A teacher of English discusses our reading problems, also the practice
of vocabulary control for elementary books and its effect on American education.
The Best Things in Life
__________
Wechsherg, Joseph.___
of humor, his zest for
sense
author's
the
conveying
A delightful book,
living, and his appreciation of the unusual.
,,_,eadershipin a Small Town
Wildavsky, Aaron B. _ _ ________
should be held by a
control
The author believes that community
in citizenship.
training
need
who
groups,
and
persons
of
variety
A NEW HOBBY

~ Metalwork and Its Decoration by Etching
Almeida, Oscar_____
is designed for beginners and advanced
manual
This well illustrated
students of metalwork.
Quilting as a Hobby
Brightbill, Dorothy _ _ ____________
Complete directions for making quilts-patchwork, applique, etc.and pillow tops, clothes and other quilted items.
Introduction to Home Furnishings
De Van, Dorothy Stepat
A step-by-step discussion of the various aspects of establishing and
furnishing a home.
The Stitches of C1·eative Embroidery
Enthoven, Jacqueline ________
This stimulating guide gives directions for over 200 stitches, possible
borders, and uses of samplers.
Plowers and Festivals
Freehof, Lillian S. and Bandman, Lottie C.

of the ] ewish Year
Flower arrangements appropriate to the meaning of the holiday, the
folklore, traditions, ceremonies, and blessings are carefully explained
and illustrated.
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Creative Use of Stitches
_______
______
Guild, Vera P ._________
Arts and craft teachers will use this pictorial introduction, with simple
text, to embroidery stitches.
A New Theatre
____
__
Guthrie, Tyrone ________________
This history of the Minneapolis community theater will appeal to
theater lovers.
Gardening and Cooking on Terrace and Patio
____
Hogner, Dorothy Childs ____
Platter now presents a mixture of gardening
Herb
Author of A Fresh
cooking.
outdoor
hints with recipes for
Complete Poodle
____________
__
Hopkins, Lydia ___________
Comprehensive and clear instructions on the care of poodles, with
practical and detailed accounts of show care and training.
Gardening without Poisons
_______
____
_______
___
Hunter, Beatrice Trum ___
author deplores the unwise
this
Like Rachel Carson in Silent Spring,
use of insecticides.
_,._,irdsof the World in Color
Hvass, Hans ____________
Illustrated in color, described and classified, is this representative
selection from the eight to nine thousand bird species found in the
world.
__ _,. icture Framing
_________________
Hyder, Max____
The basic rules for simple picture framing are now explained in detail
for the inexperienced.
Mary Johnsoris Guide to Altering and
Johnson, Mary Ritz
Re-styling Ready-made Clothes
The author of Sewing the Easy Way presents further ideas for the experienced home seamstress.
lueberry Hill Kitchen Notebook
.
Masterton, Elsie
This «notebook" is entertaining and useful. Recipes interspersed with
gourmet hints, as is true with the author's earlier books.
Mama Made Minks
Sandberg, Sara
Pleasant reading is offered in these lively reminiscences of the Jewish daughter of a family in the furrier business.
MEETING PEOPLE IN OTHER LANDS

~isters Under the Sari
Armstrong, Ruth Gallup---------The author tells of recent travels in India with an Indian friend, giving her intimate details of family life.
___.. Went to the Woods
Austing, Ronal~ ___________
This is the personal account of a bird photographer noted for his highspeed photographs of birds in flight.
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Time and a Ticket
._____
Benchley, Peter __________
A newly-graduated Harvard man writes amusingly of his tour of
Europe, Egypt, India-for the armchair traveler.
Displaced Doctor
_________________
Berczeller, Richar _ _______
The autobiographical experiences of a Jewish doctor-from Austria
1938, to France, Africa, and to a permanent home in the United States.
Their History and Future
Arabs:________
_________
Berque, Jacques __________________The
An examination of the problems and attitudes of the Arabs of the Middle East by an author who spent many years in Arab countries and
writes from personal experience.
Lion among Roses: A Memoir of Finland
Bradley, David
A story about a small, isolated country that maintained its independent
republic in the face of fiercely threatening obstacles.
___________ _..Keep Calm if You Can
________
_____________
__________
Hillary, Louise ____
Author relates experiences of her family during a vacation trip to
Alaska by car and as campers.
i17:the Clouds
__________________ __,_,choolhouse
Hillary, Sir Edmund __
The story of a school for natives, in appreciation of their services to
Sir Edmund Hillary's Himalayan Expedition.
Columbia Today-and Torrwrrow
__________
Holt, Pat M. ___________ ________
By a study of this land, its people, and its history, the author discusses
its present political stability and its probable future .
__ The Complete Scandinavian Cookbook
Johnson, Alice B. ________________
This wide variety of recipes from Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Iceland includes daily fare, gourmet, smorgasbord, and
sandwich tray.
,A.orever Old, Forever New
Kimbrough, Emily __________
gives an account of her
style,
Miss Kimbrough, in her inimitable
h·avels in Greece.
N ew Wind in a Dry Land
_____,
__________
Laurence, Margare ....____
in Somaliland, with
stay
year
two
her
Canadian author describes
.
customs
and
life
their
tribesmen,
desert
of
vivid details
in Turkey
octor
_
________
_
___
B._
Mair, George
its poliof
knowingly
writes
well
country
the
knows
A physician who
tical development and of the loveliness of distant places where life is
still unchanged.
__Adventures in the Holy Land
____
___________
Peale, Norman Vincent ____
The popular pastor-author now tells of a pilgrimage with his wife to
visit the sites in the Holy Land significant to Christianity.
Adob~ ___
_________
Star over
____
__
Pillsbury, Dorothy L. _____________________________________
,
Spanish
her
of
The author presents a warm and sympathetic picture
Mexico.
New
,
Fe
Santa
in
Indian, and "Anglo" neighbors
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Cuban Journal: Castros Cuba as It Really Is
Rauf, Mohammed A. _____________
Castro 's Cuba as it really is, five years after the revolution; an eyewitness account by an American reporter.
The Last of the Few
Rodahl, Kare_______________________________________________
The author and his wife spent two years in Alaska doing research on
the adjustment of the Eskimos to cold-in this personal report
For Love of Some Islands
________
________________
Schmoe, Floyd Wilfred
through personal and
describes
now
Paradise
in
Year
A
The author of
family experience the beauty of Saa Juan Islands of Puget Sound.
Keith and Costa Rica:
_ _____
Stewart, Watt_____
of Minor Cooper Keith
Study
A Biographical
The story of a boy who went to Costa Rica as an engineer's commissary storekeeper and remained to acquire plantations, build a railroad, and found the United Fruit Company.
Along the Ridge
____________
____
______________
Streeter, Edward
This is an amusing account of three travellers through the mountainous regions of Spain, France, Switzerland, Italy, and Yugoslavia.
Spanish Leaves
_____________
Tracy, Honor Lilbus"..___
Author of Silk Hats and No Breakfast writes entertainingly of another
look at the Spanish scene in Cordoba, Malaga, Burgos, Barcelona, and
Madrid.
Fiji: Islands of the Dawn
Wibberley, Leonard Patrick O'Connor
A fascinating picture of the Fiji Islands, their past and present, drawn
by an experienced and sympathetic observer.
PEOPLE WHO DARED

What Manner of Man:
Bennett, Lerone, Jr.____________
A Biography of Martin Luther King, Jr.
A chronicle of the life and deeds of this Negro integrationist leader.
Blythe, Le Gette ___________________________________Mountain Doctor
This is a portrait of a doctor who set up, in North Carolina hill counLambarene.
try, a hospital patterned after Albert Schweitzer 's i111.
Fisherman of Galilee
_ _____ __________
Fisher, Aileen L.______
Simon Bar-Jona the :fisherman, later called Peter, tells the story of
Christ's ministry, from his baptism to the last words to his disciples.
Gicleoris Trumpet
Lewis, Anthony ________________
The story of a convicted man , found not guilty and released from
prison after two years of punishment for a crime he did not commit.
1long Kong Surgeon
___.
Li, Shu-fan~ ________________
will appeal to
surgeon
chest
successful
a
of
experiences
The personal
readers who like medical profiles.
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SP,ed Money: The Guggenheim Story
Lomask, Milton
This is the story of how the Guggenheim fortune was made, the ways
in which it is being spent, and the amazing people who established
the foundation .
Herbert Hoover, A Biography
Lyons, Eugene._______________
The life story of a man who, in the free-enterprise American way, rose
from humblest beginninigs to the highest office in the land, and retained his great moral stature.
-------Chaplain on the Waterf-ront
MacNair, John Va.A~---------This biographical sketch tells of an Episcopal rector's accomplishments in bringing about better working conditions for longshoremen.
The Living Wilderness
Montgomery, Rutherford G.__ _ _____
A well-loved nature writer relates his personal acquaintanceship with
wild animals as they live out their lives in their native habitat.
Give My Heart
Robinson, Marion O.__ _ __ _ ________
who did much
Hilliard,
Marion
Dr.
Canadian
of
This is the biography
to advance the position of women in medicine.
- ~ o Other Way
Schrader, Herbert Ludwig.- --------This true account of a doctor's escape from East Germany in 1960
reads like a good suspense story.
Fed to the Teeth
Spigelgass, Leonard
A humorous autobiography of one who is interested in the food habits
of people he has met on his global trips.
...Ship called HOPE
___.
Walsh, William B. __________
how this project
tells
HOPE
ship
The author-founder of the hospital
ts.
accomplishmen
its
and
1960
in
begun
was
at Her Shoulder
--J._..ngel
Wilson, Kenneth L._ _ __ __ ____
The author, informally, describes the missionary activities of Lillian
Dickson, who has lived and worked in Taiwan, Formosa, since 1927.
Home is the Desert
Woodin, Ann
The wife of a zoologist writes of life with her naturalist husband and
four sons, in Tucson, Arizona, and the Southwest.
Yates, Elizabeth_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ ~H oward Thurman
This is the biography of a Negro author and preacher of international
recognition.
->Jtagestruck
Zolotow, Maurice _________________
This happy biography of AHred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne and their
theatrical circle of friends reads like a fairy tale.
FOR YOUNG ADULTS

___________________ ___Chariot of the Sun
_____
Allen, Catherine Blanche ___
This account of the author's childhood visit made by wagon train
from Kansas into Indian Territory, 1893, is recommended for high
school collections.
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J. Went to the Woods:
__ _____________
_________________
Austing, Ronald __
The Autobiography of a Bird Photographer
A forest ranger's unusual experiences as a naturalist and bird photographer, written with engaging enthusiasm and illustrated with his
striking high-speed color photographs.
Snow in the River
_______________
____
Brink, Carol Ryrie _________________
1900's will interest
early
the
in
This story of a Scotch family in Idaho
older high school girls.
Obstacle Course on Capitol Hill
Bendiner Robe _________
of getting a major issue through
difficulty
This report shows the great
reform.
to
as
suggestions
offers
and
Congress
Walk with Lions
Cowie, Mervyn~--------------~
gain interest in
to
struggles
his
of
informally
speaks
Kenya
of
native
A
wildlife conservation program for Africa.
,~dventure with a Microscope
__ ___
Dolan, Edward F. ____
This biography of Robert Koch, bacteriologist who established germ
theory of disease, will interest prospective scientists.
_______ Girl with a Pen
Dunlop, Agnes Mary_____________________
This biography of Charlotte Bronte is delightful reading and a fine
introduction to the work of three sisters, as well as a picture of English
life at that time.
Your Own
_._Fashion
_ ____
_ __
East, Marjorie.____
blouses,
skirts,
making
for
Well-illustrated, step-by-step instructions
formal.
and
suit
jacket,
dress,
a
shorts,
Drop-out
____
Eyerly, Jeannette._______________
diploschool
high
a
decide
Mitch
and
Donnie
story,
In this convincing
ma is quite necessary before a happy marriage.
To My Son, The Teen-age Driver
Felsen, Henry Gregor_______
Popular author of stories for young people offers sensible advice on
driving behavior and ethics.
How to Get Money for College
Fine, Benjamin~ _________
This useful guide for high school students gives information on available loans, scholarships, student jobs, and possible cost.
Old Hickory
Gerson, Noel Bertram'----_______________
This :fictional portrait of Andrew Jackson's colorful life and personality is recommended for use in high school history classes.
The Wall of Shame
Heaps, Willard Allison _____________
This dramatic report on the Berlin wall, with stories of brave escapes,
will interest young people.
The Al Kaline Story
_________________
..._
Hirshberg, Albe....
of the Detroit
career
baseball
the
covers
This fast-moving biography
Tiger 's right fielder from high school years through the 1963 baseball
season.
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~..~exican Mural
______________
Hobart, Lois ___
As a resident of Mexico, the author colorfully describes the home life,
education, industry, and art.
Mary McLeod Bethune
_____________
Holt, Rackha ......._
This is the biography of a child of slave parents who rose to fame
through her efforts to better the Negroes in the United States through
education.
Communism
Johnson, Gerald White _______________
Believes every American should understand communism to understand importance of freedom.
Careers in the Building Trades
Kasper, Sydney H. ______________
Offers vocational information in such building trades as bricklaying,
carpentry, electrical work, sheet metal work, and plumbing.
orever Old, Forever New
Kimbrough, EmilY- ---------~
Entertaining as usual is the author's gay account of a third visit to
Greece, with a friend and two teen-age girls.
Drums in My Heart
Lawrence, Mildred
In this tale of romance, Rob and Val solve a mystery of sabotage.
Trial by Jury
McCart, Samuel w _________________
This easily understood explanation of the jury system is recommended for high school collections.
Cuba
_ ____
Matthews, Hervert Lionel______________
Author examines the history, character, way of. life and economy of
Cuba that lead up to the Castro revolution.
_._ersia Revisited
Mehdevi, Anne Sinclair______________
An American woman who returned with her Persian husband to Teheran vividly depicts the members of his large patriarchial Arab family and the changing life of present-day Iran.
The Pond
________
Murphy, Robert Willia:m'----Joey learns about nature during visits to his father's hunting and fishing camp, in this story by the author of The Peregrine Falcon.
__Stan Musial
Musial, Stanley Frank_____________________
This biography of an outstanding baseball player contains information about his career, his advice on hitting, and his comments on the
game.
Your Future as a Home Economist
Paris, Jeanne__________________
This vocational guide for girls covers the varied opportunities for the
dietetics, social welfare, and
home economics graduate-teaching,
business.
The Story Catcher
_ _____
_____________
Sandoz, Mari__
nonconformist,
young
a
is
tale
As in The H orsecatcher, the hero of this
known for making pictures on skins and for his bravery.
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Scholz, Jackson Volney_ ________
_____
_____
Fairway Challenge
This realistic sports story covers the first winter tour of Gary Cannon's
professional golf circuit.
Shamburger, Page.___
________
_ __ Tracks across the Sky
This history of U. S. air mail has less technical information but emphasizes more of the adventure, courage, and skill of early pilots.
Stoiko, MichaP.1
Project Gemini: Step to the Moon
Very comprehensive review of rocketry and all exploration of the
moon.
Walsh, William B., M.D. _______ ____
____
____
_____
_______
A Ship Called HOPE
The founder of the famous American hospital ship tells the heartwarming story of her maiden voyage with her dedicated team of
volunteer medics, bringing help and hope to millions in Indonesia
and South Vietnam.
White, Robb__ ___
________
_ _ _ __ The Survivor
In this heroic story, Adam, a Navy pilot in World War II is forced, by
the torpedoing of the submarine, to assume leadership.
Wilson, Neill C.
· eepdown River
How a family managed to live during the Depression, taking to a pioneer existence in the wilderness country of north-central Idaho.
FOR CHILDREN

Anglund, Joan Walsh____
__
__________
_ __ Cow boy's Secret Life
Another of the author's stories about Brave Cowboy and his imaginary world. ( K) ~
·Ardizzone, Edwar~ -----------~ eter the Wanderer
Peter hoped to find the old sailor in search of a treasure box in this
intriguing story. ( 1-4)
Baker, Betty ____
_ _ _ _ .______
_ _ _._
..iller-of-Death
This is the moving story of Killer-of-Death, son of an Apache chiefthe struggle between his doomed people and the whites. ( 7-9)
Bannon, Laur...._______________
Make Room for Rags
In this appealing dog story, Rags accepts his job of watching two frisky goats. (K-3)
Baruch, Dorothy W~------~
Kobo and the Wishing Pictures
Kobo's artist father is so busy that he paints his own horse picture,
in this charming story. ( K-3)
Beatty, Hetty Burlingame____________
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ Trumper
In this rewarding story, Mark curbs the ornery spirit of Trumper, an
excarriage horse , and wins two 4-H competitions. ( 3-6)
- - -

~K stands for kindergarten; numbers refer to grades.
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J.________________
___Plants in His Pack
This is the biography of Edward Palmer, who collected plants, birds,
insects, shells, and Indian artifacts in North and South America. ( 6-9)
Bishop, Claire Huche ____
_________
Twenty-two Bears
Bears are more fun than sheep on which to learn to count in this delightful picture book. ( K-3)
Bond, Gladys Baker __________
~ A Head on Her Shoulders
Brita has full responsibility in moving her family by crowded boxcar,
in this lively pioneer story. ( 4-7)
Bosworth, J. Allan _____________
_____.A
Bird for Peter
Peter's pet roadrunner causes him much trouble with Grandpa in this
story from the Arizona desert. ( 4-6)
Bothwell, Jea........_
____________
The Mystery Gatepost
A house built in Revolutionary war days, an old diary, and a pewter
box, make this a delightful mystery story. ( 4-6)
.
Bradbury, Bianc....__
_________
Goodness and Mercy Jenkins
Mercy finds conforming to Quaker rules of conduct a bit difficult in
this likable Puritan story. ( 6-8)
Bulla, Clyde Robe
Tndian Hill
This is the tender story of Kee Manygoats and his struggle to be happy in his new life away from the Navajo reservation. ( 1-4)
The Bells of Freedom
Butters, Dorothy Gilma. .~_________
Jed is the errand boy hero of this Revolutionary War story set in Boston and concerned with counterfeiting patriot money. ( 5-8)
Carroll, Ruth'---_ _________
Runaway Pony, Runaway Dog
In the further adventures of Beanie Tatum's pets , Sassy and Tough
Enough is their escape from a veterinarian's farm and a long journey
home. (2-6)
Chalmers, Mary_____
__
___
_____________
Take a Nap, Harry
This sequel to Throw a Kiss, Harry will delight any small child who
does not like to go to bed. ( K-2)
Clearly, Beverly __
_______
_ __
_ _____
___.
Ribsy
Henry's dog Ribsy has exciting adventures in the month he is lost, in
this funny tale. ( 3-5)
Clymer, Eleanor _ _________________
_Harry, the Wild West Horse
Harry, an outmoded horse, on the Jackson farm, finds a new kind of
life in this story. ( K-3 )
Clymer, Eleanor Lowenton
Search for a Living Fossil
The author tells of finding a strange African fish with all the suspense
of a mystery story. ( 5-8)
Clymer, Eleanor Lowenton '---_________
The Tiny Little House
A playhouse becomes a cookie shop in this charming picture book.
Beaty, Janice

(K-3)
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,Jon the Unlucky
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane __________
An orphaned Danish boy discovers a hidden valley, the home of an
ancient Viking colony, in this unusual story. ( 4-6)
...PromiJse is a Promise
__._
Cone, Molly _____________
In this warmly personal story, Ruthy Morgen is glad that her Jewish
religion makes her different from others in the neighborhood. ( 7-9)
_ _ _ -A-'igFraid, Little Fraid
Credle, Ellis __________
This amusing picture book is about two scared children and a pet
monkey. (K-3)
__ _ This Precious Year
Dahl, Borghil....____________
to finish her senior year in
Helia
for
possible
it
Family sacrifice made
college in this story of early days in South Dakota. ( 6-10)
--my and the Sorrel Summer
- -- ----Fisher, Laur- -earn money for a project
children
two
story,
family
delightful
In this
that involves a horse. ( 4-6)
~andelion
Freeman, Do .._ __ _ __ _ ___________
A vain but lovable lion is not welcome at a tea party, in this amusing
picture book. ( K-3)
_ The Turtle and the Dove
Freeman, Don.______________
An artistic picture book about the friendship of a turtle and a dove.
(K-2)

Relief Pitcher
___
Friendlich, Dic .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____________
An exciting baseball story in which shortstop Pete Conroy becomes
manager in spite of a knockdown feud. ( 7-9)
The Alphabet Tale
_ _____
_________
Garten, Ja,..,___
book-will inalphabet
of
kind
This animal guessing game-a new
K-3)
(
children.
trigue pre-school
Butterfly Time
Goudey, Alice E. ________________
this attractive
in
fall
to
spring
from
butterflies
Two children study
picture book. ( K-3)
Eddie's Green Thumb
_ __
Haywood, Carolyn ._________
Eddie has real garden problems-what with mislabeled seeds, baby
rabbits and scarecrows in this humorous story. ( 2-4)
___..ndians at Home
_ ______
Hofsinde, Robe ..._______
homes and home
the
describes
This author of Indian life books now
Pueblo Indians.
and
Mandan,
Seminole,
Iriquois,
life of Algonquin,
( 4-8)
__..Love My Anteater
lpcar, Dahlov _______________
This alphabet book is full of humor, surprises and handsome pictures.
(K-3)
_ _ _ The Grizzly
_ ___
Johnson, Annabe..__________
David and his father improve their relations during a fishing trip to
Montana when an attacking bear enters the scene. ( 6-9)
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Benjie
Lexau, Joan M
finds
nd
earring-a
lost
Granny's
of
search
in
goes
boy
Negro
little
A
he isn't shy anymore, in this gentle story. ( K-3)
Rough Ice
____,
___________
___
____
Lord, Bema.aL
Like his father, Eddie hopes to be a star ice hockey player, in this
sport story for younger readers. ( K-3)
Bear Goes Camping
~uzzy
Marino, Dorothy __________
In this further adventure of Buzzy Bear, two small bears learn from
the birds about overnight camping. ( K-3)
_._,tevieand His Seven Orphans
__ ____
Mason, Miriam E. ___
Seven puppies would have been a problem for Stevie, if neighbor
Debbie had not helped-in this appealing story. ( K-3)
__ __ _ _ __ _ _ The Pushcart War
Merrill, Je~ _____
In this humorous story of city life in 1976, trucks and pushcart peddlers
really cause a traffic problem. ( 5-8)
_... ony in the Schoolhouse
_ ____
_ ___
Miles, Misk..._ ___
which keeps teachblizzard
a
In this story, Amy's horse returns during
K-3)
(
er and children in school.
..,ascal
__,._
__ ___
_ ____
North, Sterling ________
this
in
racoon,
pet
his
with
spent
year
The author recalls an idyllic
ages)
all
(
aloud.
reading
for
excellent
memoir,
delightful boyhood
__ _ _ _ The Strange World of Dirwsaurs
Ostrom, John H. ____
This exciting account describes the probable appearance and habits
of different types of dinosaurs and other prehistoric reptiles. ( 5-8)
The End of the Outlaws
_________
_Patchett, Mary Elwy .......__
had stolen animals from
who
k,
Tam tracks down rustlers, on horsebac
4-6)
(
.
Australia
from
her father, in this story
~Ua
_____________________
Peet, Bi......__
this
in
life
circus
than
harder
is
work
farm
An elephant learns that
K-3)
(
book.
colorful picture
The Happy Owls
_ __ _ ___
Piatti, Celestino ________
me barnyard
quarrelso
the
to
secret
their
explain
Two happy owls
K-3)
(
book.
picture
stunning
this
in
fowl,
--"'-JittleRed
__ ___________
Piper, Robert..._ ____
Nan learns how to deal with her pony-as well as new and old friends,
in this delightful story. ( 4-6)
rs. Pepperpot to the Rescue
,....
__._
Proysen AH___________
Jolly Mrs. Pepperpot, Norwegian housewife, shrinks most inconveniently-to help others-in this amusing tale. ( 4-6)
The World is Round
Ravielli, Anthony _____________
A picture book in full color and with simple text explains basic facts
about the shape of the earth. ( 2-5)
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Reed, Meredith _____________________________________
_Gur Year Began in April
The growing up years of Linda, a Methodist minister's daughter,
make this a delightful family story. ( 6-9)
Reynolds, Marjorie ___
__________
_________
_A Horse Called Mystery
Owlie finds joy in caring for an underfed horse-and learning to jump
in this satisfying story . ( 4-6)
Sandburg, Helga ____________
__________
____________
___Joel and the Wild Goose
Beautiful illustrations add much to this story in which Joel cares for a
wild goose wounded by hunters . ( K-3)
Sobol, Donald J.__________
_ ___
_________ _______
Encyclopedia Brown
In this very amusing story, a policeman's hardest cases were solved
by his son Encyclopedia. ( 4-8)
Stolz, Mary ________________________________The Mystery of the Woods
Because of Tom Kitten, Will, who lives with his elderly grandfather,
learns about rules-in this appealing story. ( K-3)
Sykes, Jo ______
______________
Trouble Creek
This present day Western story involves a search for a lost boy in the
Montana hills-and deer poaching. ( 7-9)
Waber, Bernard __________
___________________________________
______
Just Like Abraham Linooln
Mr. Potts succeeds in teaching the children much about Abraham
Lincoln, in this welcome picture book. ( K-3 )
Wahl, Jan __________________________________ Pleasant Fieldmouse
This charming read-aloud story is about a talking fieldmouse, who
rescues Mother Squirrel from a man-and Mrs. Hedehog from a fox.
(K-3)
Wier, Ester _____________________
__ _____________
The Rumptydoolers
Whit is forced to learn about and care for sheep , in this Arizona ranch
story. ( 5-8)
Williams, Dorothy Jean _____________________________
Dh, Susanna!
In this story of homesteading life, Susanna settles, with her family,
on a farm •in Kansas, just after the Civil War. ( 7-9)
Wojciechowska, Maia ___
_ ____________
Shaiow of a Bull
Manolo proves courageously that he does not want to be a bull fighter
in this brave story. ( 5-9)
Yates, Elizabeth _______
_ ____
____
Carolina's Courage
Carolina proves herself a real pioneer as she travels to the Nebraska
wilderness by covered wagon, in this family story. ( 3-5)
Young, Scott ________
_ _ ______
A Boy at Leaf's Camp
Bill Spunska must decide whether or not hockey shall be his career, in
this lively story. ( 6-8)
Zolotow, Charlotte Shapiro ________________
The Poodle Who Barked at the Wind
This picture book story proves that a noisy happy house is easier to
work in than a lonesome one. (K-3)

